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PROJECT SUMMARY 

American University (Applicant), has submitted an application for a variance for and further processing of the 
relocation of the Washington College of Law (WCL) to the Ten ley Campus. The Applicant is se1~king approval for 
the relocation and construction of the Washington College of Law at the Tenley Campus, pursuant to 11 DCMR §§ 

3103.2, 3104.1 and 210, for variance relief from the setback requirement in§ 400.9 and for special exception 
review and approval of further processing of an approved Campus Plan. 

The Tenley Campus is located at 4340 Nebraska Avenue III.W. (Square 1728, Lot 1). The eight acre Tenley Campus 
is bounded by Yuma Street N.W. to the north; Warren Street N.W. to the south; Nebraska Ave'lue III.W. and Tenley 
Circle N.W. to the east; and 42nd Street N.W. to the west. The new WCL at the Tenley Campu:; will include a fully 
integrated law school facility, consisting of approximately 300,000- 310,000 square feet of classroom, office, and 
other supportive space along with approximately 400 - 450 parking spaces. 

One of the key inputs required to support the transportation elements associated with the prcject is the provision 
of a compr·~hensive transportation impact study. DDOT acknowledges that the Applicant has provided a copy of its 
Transporta:ion Impact Study on October 21, 2011. DDOT notes that while the document did not arrive prior to the 
45 day deadline that DDOT requires to review such documents, it is considered acceptable considering the 
additional inputs to the study requested at Zoning Commission hearings on the AU Main Campus plan. 

RECOMMEI~DATIONS IN BRIEF 

Overall, the purpose of DDOT's review is to assess the potential impact of the project to determine if it will, "affect 
adversely, the use of neighboring property in accordance with the Zoning Regulations and Zoning Maps" 

(§3104.01). After an extensive multi-administration review, DDOT is confident that the recons':ruction of the ZONING COMMISSION 
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Ten ley Campus to house the WCL will mildly impact the immediate roadway network. The proposed project will 
generate a moderate number of vehicular, transit, pedestrian, and bicycle trips. As a result of the additional 
vehicle trips, there will be a slight increase in vehicle delay and cut through trips in the adjacent neighborhoods. 
To address these impacts, a brief summary of DDOT's major recommendations follow: 

• CCimmit to monitoring and reporting of campus transportation activity 

• Work with DDOT and the community to remove parking along Nebraska Ave across fr::>m the Tenley 
Cc:1mpus to reduce potential vehicle delay in the corridor 

• Work with DDOT and the community to address curb management practices in the area 

·• Purchase and install a Capital Bikeshare location 
• Construct pedestrian facilities along the south side of the Tenley Campus 
• Widen the sidewalk connecting the Ten ley Campus to the Main Campus 
• Implement safety and traffic calming measures along 42"d St and Warren St 

A complete description of actions expected of the Applicant are documented in this report. 

TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS 

DDOT is committed to achieving an exceptional quality of life in the nation's capital by encouraging sustainable 
travel prac:ices, constructing safer streets and providing outstanding access to goods and services. Central to this 
vision is improving energy efficiency and modern mobility by providing next generation alternatives to single 
occupancy driving in the city. As one means to achieve this vision, DDOT works through the zoning process to 
ensure alternative modes are adequate to accommodate new travel demand discouraging single occupancy 
vehicle trips. 

To facilitat,~ this vision, DDOT requires applicants going before the Zoning Commission requesting PUD or Campus 
Plan approval to perform a transportation impact assessment of the project being proposed. The following 
analysis ev31uates the Applicant's transportation impact assessment to determine its accuracy and to its 
consistencr with DDOT's vision. 

METHODOLOGY 

As part of 1 he transportation impact assessment, DDOT requires the applicant to evaluate the impacts to the 
pedestrian, transit, and roadway system. It should be performed according to DDOT standard; specifically those 
noted in the Design and Engineering Manual and in light of DDOT staff direction. The evaluation should consider 
guidance from relevant documents including guidance on the public realm, the pedestrian system, the bicycle 
system, as well as neighborhood based studies. An evaluation of the basic elements and assumptions of the 
Applicant'~ assessment follows. 

TRIP GENERt TlON 

The Applicant has utilized existing survey data collected from WCL students, faculty, and staff ·:o determine the 
existing level of trip generation as well as to project future trip generation. These same data been stratified by 
time period and direction of travel to project trip generation as well as trip distribution and as:;ignment and mode 
split. The three directionai periods evaiuated are AM inbound, PM inbound, and PM outbound. These time 
periods correspond with the major transportation movements of the campus; AM inbound flow of daytime faculty, 
staff, and students, PM outbound flow of daytime faculty, staff, and students, and PM inbound flow of mostly 
students. 

The applicant has in essence taken current trends of trip generation for the existing site and has assumed that the 
same basic trends will continue in each of the directional periods for the new site with only minor adjustments. To 
address ca npus growth, the number of existing trips has been extrapolated over time. The total number of 



projected t~ips in both the AM and PM peak periods is just above 300 trips of which between 150 and 200 are 
expected to be made by auto drivers. 

DDOT generally considers this an acceptable manner to evaluate trip generation. Relevant data and current trends 
were utilizE~d to project the future number of trips. DDOT believes the number of trips expectE~d to and from the 
site is reasonable; however the mode of those trips may be in different proportions. This will be discussed in the 
Mode Split section below. 

TRIP DISTR/BIJT/ON AND ASSIGNMENT 

Trip distribution and assignment may be assessed in a variety of manners. The most effective method to evaluate 
trip distribution and assignment is through the use of data collected from site users. The Applicant utilized the 
WCL trans~·ortation survey to determine the zip codes of where travelers are arriving from/departing to. Using 
this data, time and direction appropriate distributions and assignments were utilized for the three different 
directional periods evaluated. 

It should be noted that the Applicant has assumed that some of the project related vehicular traffic would utilize 
side street!. to access the site. DDOT agrees with this assessment and the assumption that approximately 5-10% of 
project rel<:,ted vehicle trips will travel through neighborhood streets during the peak hour of travel. 

MODE SPLIT 

Moving to a highly transit accessible site from a moderately transit accessible site should elicit travel mode 
changes. The difference in transit travel time is on the order of 10-20 minutes less for the commute to Ten ley as 
compared to the existing WCL location. This is due to the reduction of the travel time related to taking the AU 
shuttle from the Metro station to the existing campus. The calculation can be expressed by subtracting walking 
time from 1 he Metro station to the proposed Ten ley location (about 3-5 minutes) from the cur,·ent travel time 
related to taking the shuttle from the Metro station to the existing site which consists of the e>:isting shuttle travel 
time (10-1S minutes) plus the existing shuttle wait time {average of 5-15 minutes depending on the time of day). 

The existing aggregate Metroraii/AU shuttle-walk mode share for the existing WCL is approximately 12% whereas 
auto focusE!d modes (drive alone 54.2%, drive carpool4.1%, and carpool rider/dropped off 4.5%) are about 63%. 
By shifting the location of the WCL, DDOT expects a significant shift from auto focused modes to Metrorail. The 
Applicant's analysis suggests a shift to approximately 15% Metrorail mode share. DDOT anticipates a considerably 
greater shi·t. By reducing the transit travel time and a variety of TDM measures (to be discussed in a subsequent 
section), DDOT would expect the Metrorail share to fall in the range of 30-40% and auto oriented modes to fall in 
the range of 30-40% as well. This would be a reduction of about half of the auto related trips. 

Research by WMATA documented in their 2005 Development Related Ridership Survey suggests a Metrorail mode 
share of 30-40% as well. WMATA in the study evaluated the mode split for a variety of land uses in a variety of 
locations a :ross the region. As part of the study, locations in Friendship Heights, a short distance away from the 
site, were evaluated. Results suggested that 3Q-40% of office workers utilized Metrorai! for their commute trips. 

Unfortunately, the comparison between office workers in Friendship Heights and the WCL in T,:!nleytown is not an 
exact comparison. The comparison seems to work well for faculty and staff. It also seems appropriate for daytime 
students a~, their mode choice is likely similar to that of office workers even though their arrival time is later. 
DDOTwou d expect comparable Metrorai! usage rates for these cohorts. However, the comparison for evening 
students arriving in the PM peak may not be fully appropriate. Evening arrival trips may not be as focused on 
Metrorail. Despite a likely Metrorail share below 30-40%, it seems likely that evening arriving ·:rips will utilize 
Metrorail at a higher rate than assumed by the Applicant. 

This potential shift in travel mode is supported by the zip code residency and work location da':a collected by the 
Applicant. These data suggest that the origins of many vehicle trips to the site are in relatively dose proximity to 



Metrorail. An evaluation of the data reveal that many drivers originate their trips in the Maryland portion of the 
two Red line corridors, the Orange fine corridor in Virginia, in the central core of the District, and in relative 
proximity to the site. By reducing transit travel time, it is within reason that a significant portion of drivers already 
in Metro rail corridors will decide to access the site by Metro rail instead of by auto modes. 

There is also significant reason to assume that the share of Metrobus riders will increase as well. The level of bus 
service to the new site is significantly higher than the current location. It seems most likely that the Metrobus 
share will maintain the same or will experience growth in its share of trips. 

STUDY AREA 

The Applicant, in conjunction with DDOT and considering input from the community, identified approximately 20 
intersections where a detailed level of service analysis would be performed. These intersections include those that 
have the gmatest potential to see moderate to significant increase in vehicle delay. DDOT doe!; acknowledge that 
not all affected intersections are included in the study area and there will be intersections outs ide of the study 
area which 'ealize new trips. However, DDOT expects minimal to no increase in delay outside the study area as a 
result of the proposed project. 

It should be noted that Ward Circle is not included in the study area for the Tenley Campus Further Processing 
application. However, Tenley-related impacts to Ward Circle in addition to intersections to the southeast, 
northwest, and southwest were evaluated in the Main Campus report. 

BACKGROUND GROWTH 

As part of the analysis of future conditions, DDOT requires applicants to account for future growth in traffic on the 
network or what DDOT refers to as 'background growth'. DDOT requested that the Applicant utilize growth factors 
obtained from an evaluatio.n of the region's approved travel demand model built and maintain:!d by MWCOG. The 
Applicant utilized a growth rate obtained from the regional model then combined it with trips expected to be 
generated by the proposed Wisconsin Avenue Giant PUD and by the Main Campus plan to dete~rmine the number 
of backgrot. nd trips. DDOT believes this is an appropriate methodology. 

STREETSCAPE, SITE ACCESS, AND LOADING 

In line with District policy and practice, any substantial new building development or renovation is expected to 
rehabilitate streetscape infrastructure between the curb and the property lines. This includes curb & gutter, street 
trees and Ia ndscaping, street lights, sidewalks, and other appropriate features within the publit: rights of way 
bordering t1e site. 

The Applicant must work closely with DDOT and OP to ensure that the design of the public realm meets current 
standards, and will substantially upgrade the appearance and functionality of the streetscape for public users 
needing to access the property or circulate around it. The DDOT Public Realm Design Manual will serve as the 
main public realm references for the Applicant. DDOT staff will be available to provide additional guidance. DDOT 
specifically notes that the sidewalk on the north side of the site along Yuma St should be refurbished and as 
necessary retrofitted to ADA and DDOT standards. 

DDOT strives to accommodate site access and vehicle loading in a reasonable and safe manner while at the same 
time preserving traffic flow and safety. For a new development, DDOT requires that loading take place in private 
space and that no back up maneuvers take place in the public realm whether in public space Ol' in areas of private 
space acce~;sible to the general public. All access facilities should be designed in such a manner as minimize impact 
to resident; and patrons. 

The ApplicaJt is requesting loading access for the site along Yuma St. DDOT considers this an <:~propriate location 
as long as f' eavy vehicles only access the site to and from Teniey Circle. 



Vehicular access is requested at the same location as loading access on Yuma St as well as alcng Nebraska Ave on 
the east side of the site. The access on Yuma will serve approximately 50 parking spaces and the access on 
Nebraska will serve from 350-400 parking spaces. These locations are generally consistent with minimizing impact 
to adjacent areas as vehicles are generally forced to utilize higher classification roadways to access the site. 
However, there is potential for users to travel through adjacent neighborhoods especially to access the Yuma curb 
cut. 

The Applicant has requested curb cuts in a manner inconsistent with DDOT practice. So while DDOT is in 
agreement that the access points are in the appropriate locations, the proposed curb cuts shCiuld be modified such 
that they are orthogonal to the street and should not include what amounts to a circular driveway. All changes to 
the curb cuts should be accompanied by design vehicle turn templates. 

Though nc vaults are specifically noted in the zoning application nor are approvals requested, DDOT would like to 
take the opportunity to note its policy on vaults in public space. DDOT will not allow vaults in public space in 
particular in an area such as this with ample opportunity for siting these facilities on private space. 

In addition to meeting transportation needs, public rights of way also serve a critical role in storm water retention 
and expan:;ion of tree canopy. This function must also be considered in street design and meet best management 
practices laid out in Green Streets literature and the DDOT Standard Specifications for Highwavs and Structures 
(Blue Book). 

BICYClE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES 

The District of Columbia is committed to enhancing the walk-ability and bike-ability of the city by ensuring 
consistent nvestment in pedestrian and bike infrastructure on the part of both the public and private sectors. 
DDOT generally expects new developments to serve the needs of all trips they generate, including pedestrian and 
bicycle trip;. 

DDOT agrees with the Applicant that pedestrian facilities should be constructed along the south side of the site. As 
the project moves into the design phase, DDOT expects AU to propose these pedestrian facilities in the parking 
lane of the north side of Warren St. In keeping with DDOT's design and construction standard!, a final decision on 
the location and design of the pedestrian facilities will be made in the Public Space permit process. 

As noted in the DDOT's campus plan review memorandum dated June 6, 2011, DDOT expects< bike share location 
to be placed at the Tenley Campus. At present, a location has not been identified. As progress on the design of 
the Ten ley Campus progresses, DDOT expects AU to work with DDOT to identify a location for and install, at the 
expense of :he University, a bikeshare location. A public space permit for driveway access will not be granted until 
the facility i5 installed. 

To address bicycle and pedestrian travel demand between the Ten ley Campus and the Main Campus, DDOT 
requires that AU widen the sidewalk on the northwest side of Nebraska Ave connecting the two campuses. The 
facility should be widened from approximately 6' to 9'. DDOT has already engaged in initial community outreach in 
the area concerning the expansion. AU should work with DDOT to pian, design, and fund construction of this 
facility. 

Provision must be made for safe cycling and walking to transit facilities. Ample bike parking is a! so required for 
employees, residents, and visitors. Ten spaces at each of the two entrances is likely less than what is necessary. 
DDOT suggests at least 20 near each entrance as well as the zoning required parking in the garage. The shower 
facility to be provided by the Applicant will make a significant contribution to the bicycle mode ;hare. 

The area is also home to a variety of primary education and social service facilities in the area. DDOT worked with 
Janey Elementary at Albermarle Stand 42nci St to formulate a set of recommendations that would address 



pedestriar safety in the vicinity. The study, the Janey Safe Routes to School Action Plan, recommends a variety of 
striping and signage changes and/or refreshing. DDOT requires that the Applicant implement the signage and 
striping pc rtion of the recommendations noted for 42"d St. 

TRANSIT SEFV!CE 

The District in cooperation with the Washington Metropolitan Transportation Authority {WMJlTA) have partnered 
to provide extensive public transit service in the District of Columbia. DDOT's vision is to leverage this investment 
to increase the share of non-automotive travel modes so that economic development opportunities increase with 
minimal infrastructure investment. 

The site is well served by both local and regional public and private transit. The Tenleytown-AU Metrorail station is 
about a three minute walk from the site enabling quick connections into Montgomery County and Downtown. 
Additional y, high frequency express and local bus service connects the site north into Maryland and south into 
downtowr through Georgetown. Additional local serVice connects the site to other portions 1Jf the district. 
Transit accessibility and level of service to the site can be described as excellent. 

The overall parking demand created by the development is primarily a function of land use, development square 
footage, and price I supply of parking spaces. However in urban areas, other factors contribute to the demand for 
parking such as the availability of high quality transit, frequency of transit, and proximity to trc:1nsit. With the 
Tenley Campus' location in such proximity to high quality transit, just as DDOT expects a sign if cant drop in auto 
oriented travel, DDOT also expects the need for parking to be significantly lower than currentl•r exists at the 
existing for the WCL. 

The Applic.mt is pursuing an amount of parking that in effect is an extrapolation of parking demand from the 
current site. At the existing site, the Applicant has concluded that the demand for parking is aqproximately 400 
spaces. For the future Tenley Campus the Applicant is assuming that the parking demand will increase by (10-12%) 
just less than the proportion of the growth in students and faculty/staff (15-20%). 

As part of 1he impact assessment performed by the Applicant, parking location as well as demand were evaluated. 
Of the tot a I parking demand of approximately 400 spaces, approximately 340 of those spaces were provided either 
on site or c:t other off-street locations. Approximately 50 of those spaces are at the Katzen Center. 

DDOT beliE!ves that parking demand for the Ten ley campus will be significantly lower than 450 spaces. A more 
probable estimate of parking demand based on the expected mode split is approximately 250 ;paces. DDOT also 
notes the .:vailabi!ity of potential overflow parking at the Katzen Center on the Main Campus 111hich in fact 
currently s.~rves a similar purpose. 

DDOT believes that reducing the on-site parking and combining that with managing curb parking, win help 
minimize the vehicle trip generation associated with the site and the potential impacts to the cirea. DDOT would 
recommend that on-site parking be limited to a maximum of 250 spaces in order to minimize i npacts of the 
project on ;afety and circulation in the vicinity of the project. If the parking supply is allowed to remain at 450 
spaces, there is greater potential for vehicle trips to be generated in the future thereby increa~ing delay associated 
with the Ten ley Campus. 

DDOT also requires that excess on-site parking shall not be rented out at any time. Additional! v, AU should not be 
allowed to contract with outside parking providers in the District of Columbia to address parking demand. 

CURB MANA<iEMENT 
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DDOT uncerstands that the development could lead to more curbside parking in surrounding neighborhoods 
because of a market based approach to parking pricing by AU and the potential for peak period demand to 
occasiona'ly exceed on-site supply. The Applicant through DDOT and in conjunction with area stakeholders must 
conduct a 1 analysis of impacts to residential parking and, as necessary, propose a scheme to manage curbsides in 
fight of future conditions. At the conclusion of this process, the Applicant will be required to ·'und the implement 
of the cha 1ges. 

The goal of the process will be to limit neighborhood impacts from Ten ley Campus users park ng in the adjacent 
neighborhood. DDOT envisions this process identifying streets where Residential Parking Permit (RPP) protection 
for neighb:>rhood parking is necessary. In addition, it would evaluate the hours of existing RPP time restrictions to 
determine if they are appropriate. 

If through the annual monitoring report, DDOT determines that neighborhood parking demand from Ten ley 
Campus users is too high, new curb management and TOM measures will be required. In the annual monitoring 
report, AU shall submit curbside parking data comparing an in-session and an out-of-session curbside parking 
demand. The Applicant shall choose an appropriate set of time periods to compare where thE· only apparent 
substantive difference in parking demand is due to the Ten ley Campus. Curbside parking data shall be collected 
for a reaso1able walkshed to the site. DDOT believes this to be approximately a 10 minute walk which 
corresponds to the area the Applicant identified in the impact assessment. 

If in the an:1ual monitoring report, the average neighborhood parking demand at any point in time determined to 
result from the Tenley Campus exceeds 75 vehicles, extensive TOM measures shall be requireci. Data measuring 
parking demand should be collected during the late spring while primary and secondary schools are in session. 
These may include providing transit benefits to students, providing vanpool service for campu!; users, or other 
similar programs that would lead to mitigated neighborhood parking demand. 

TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT 

As part of all major development review cases, and in particular campus plan submissions, DDOT requires the 
Applicant to produce a comprehensive Transportation Demand Management (TOM) plan. TOM is a set of 
strategies, programs, services, and physical elements that influence travel behavior by mode, kequency, time, 
route, or trip length in order to help achieve highly efficient and sustainable use of transportation facilities. In the 
District, this typically means implementing infrastructure or programs to maximize the use of mass transit, bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities, and reduce single occupancy vehicle trips during peak periods. 

The Applica 1t has proposed a robust suite of TDM measures which they have committed to implement upon 
completion of the project. The most prominent of these include: 

• Annual monitoring reports 
• Ext~nsion of the Good Neighbor Policy 

" Sm 3rt Benefits and on site SmarT rip vending 
• Tra'lsportation information on electronic signs in the campus 

• She wers for bicyclists 
• Discounts for carpoolers 

" Ride matching service 

DDOT is in agreement with these measures but requests the following measures or modifications to those 
proposed by the Applicant to facilitate a higher level of transit ridership: 

" Transit information screens at major activity centers in the Tenley Campus 
• Transit information screens at nearby bus stops for 30's toea! and express service 

" Commitment to maintain high parking cost 



• 1\ o limit on SmartBenefits for staff despite likely increase in demand 

• Additional requirements for the annual monitoring program outlined in other sections of this document 

The Applicant's annual monitoring report should include the reporting on TOM measures as described in the 
Applicant'; report and the modifications by noted previously. In addition, the Applicant should include data 
collection and comparison exercises described in the following sections in their annual monitoring report. 
Methodologies of data collection and evaluation should be included. The report shall be submitted to DDOT's 
Policy, Pla:ming, and Sustainability Administration and Transportation Operations Administration along with 
adjacent .ANCs and the Office of Planning not later than October 31 for the previous year. All data collection 
described in the following sections shall be collected in the seven months preceding the October 31 deadline. 

ROADWAY CAPACITY AND OPERATIONS 

DDOT aim!; to provide a safe and efficient roadway network that provides for the timely movement of people, 
goods, anc services. Analysis provided by the Applicant suggests that the traffic impacts of tht~ project will 
produce a minor increase in delay. 

If, as DDOT expects, vehicle trips to and from the site are significantly lower than projected, then the increase in 
delay would be less than what is suggested in the analysis provided by the Applicant. Despite a likely over
projection of vehicular traffic to the site, the analysis does not suggest major objectionable conditions would result 
from completion of the Tenley Campus as proposed. Delay is expected to experience a minor increase and while 
trips throu~h the neighborhood would increase, their increase is most likely to be barely perceptible. 

Neighborhood cut through traffic would likely be most intense along Warren and 42"d St connecting Ten ley users 
to River Road and Wisconsin Ave. The Applicant projects that at the most highly trafficked cut through locations 
along the intersections on 42"d St in the most highly traveled time period, there would be an additional25 vehicle 
trips which equates to approximately one new vehicle trip every two and a half minutes. ODOr estimates that at 
most, the r umber of additional daily vehicle trips traveling through the neighborhood is likely on the order of 100-
200 trips. 

To address the potential for cut through trips, DDOT requires that the Applicant measure cut through traffic 
resulting from the Tenley Campus. DDOT requires that the Applicant report hourly traffic counts for a complete 
day on Warren St south of the campus and 42nd St north of Yuma in their annual monitoring re :>ort. In a manner 
similar to the neighborhood parking evaluation, the Applicant shall conduct in-session and out· of-session counts to 
determine what level of trips on these two facilities are due to the Ten ley Campus. If the data find more than 50 
Tenley related trips in the peak hour, extensive TOM measures shall be required. Data measuring these trips 
should be collected during the late spring while primary and secondary schools are in session. 

As part of C DOT's review, DDOT reviewed the AU Main Campus plan to assess the potential im :>acts in the Main 
Campus area from vehicle trips generated by the Tenley Campus. In the review, DDOT found that projected trips 
from the Tenley campus are higher in the Ward Circle area than in the Main Campus report by less than five trips 
in the AM peak period and by approximately 20 trips in the PM peak. This is most likely due to the refined 
elements of the study requested by DDOT for the Tenley Campus. While DDOT would prefer tc see these 
projections match, DDOT understands that refined methodologies often yield slight changes in vehicle trip 
projections. Both of these amounts are negligible when compared to the approximately 4,500 v-ehicles currently 
traversing Ward Circle in both the AM arid PM peak periods. Thus, DDOT suggests no further a·:tion is needed. 

Though overall increase in delay is projected to be minimal, there are some specific movement:; at intersections 
that will ex~·erience a moderate increase in delay. The Applicant has suggested a variety of mit gation measures to 
improve vehicle thruput and decrease delay. The suggested mitigation and DDOT's response follows: 

• No1:hbound left turn pocket on Nebraska Ave into the main driveway 



The Applicant requests a northbound left turn pocket be constructed on Nebraska Ave to access the main vehicular 
entrance. DDOT rejects this mitigation. DDOT prefers that the existing curb to curb width be expanded for 
vehicular capacity in only the most extreme conditions. The condition proposed by the Applicant does meet this 
requirement. However, DDOT recognizes the need for both left and right turn access into the site at this location. 
To addres~; this need, DDOT suggests AU work with DDOT and area residents to remove the parking along both 
sides of Nt!braska Ave in this block to provide more vehicular capacity so that turns into the site can be completed 
with mininal delay to other vehicles in the corridor. However, if the process of removing the parking is not 
successful by the time AU seeks a public space permit for the site, the NB left turn pocket shall be required. 

In addition, as part of the annual monitoring program AU committed to, DDOT will require peak period turn 
movemem counts and lOS analysis for the intersection of the main Tenley driveway on Nebraska. If the annual 
monitoring report finds northbound left turns into the site exceed 100 per hour or southboun:l right turns into the 
site exceed 150 per hour then DDOT will require AU to employ significant TDM measures in the first year following 
the findine:. Data measuring these trips should be collected no earlier than the third week in September. If in the 
following year vehicle trips exceed the threshold, then AU will be required to construct appropriate turn pocket(s) 
in order to maintain their public space permit for the driveway. 

With the implementation of the site driveway on Nebraska Ave, the bus stop in the southbound direction of 
Nebraska AVe on the south end of the block will need to be moved. AU shall be required to acdress the location of 
bus stops c1long southbound Nebraska Ave during the public space permit process in conjunction with WMATA. 
DDOT believes the two bus stops in the vicinity of the site in the southbound direction should Je combined and 
sited such that potential safety issues are minimized. 

• Conversion of parking spaces to turn pockets on Warren St 

The Applicant requests conversion of two parking spots to turn pockets on Warren Stat Nebraska Ave and at 
Wisconsin Ave. DDOT agrees that removing two parking spaces on the westbound entry from Warren St to 
Nebraska i~; acceptable. However, DDOT does not agree that spaces should be removed on thl! westbound entry 
of Warren St to Nebraska Ave. According to the Applicant's analysis, no project trips will enter this leg and thus no 
mitigation 'Nill be allowed at this location. 

• Signal timing changes at Albermarle St and Nebraska Ave 

The Applic<~nt requests signal timing modifications at the intersection of Albermarle Stand Nebraska Ave. At this 
time DDOT is not interested in changes to the signal timing of this intersection. DDOT periodically re-times signals 
considerine operations of the entire corridor. DDOT will monitor the corridor and when the tine is appropriate 
will adjust the signal timing of this intersection in conjunction with other area intersections. 

• A!hermarle St I 40'" St I Fort Drive 

The Applicant has suggested an all-way stop be implemented at the intersection of Albermarle Stand 40'h Stand 
Fort Drive. DDOT believes that this improvement will be appropriate. 

In addition to mitigations suggested by the Applicant, DDOT also requires that the Applicant construct the 
following facilities: 

• Tr<tffic circies on 42nd St at diagonal connections to Warren St 

As proposed in the Rock Creek West II Livability Study, DDOT requires that the Applicant constr Jet traffic circles at 
the diagonal entry points of Warren St. These elements should be included for DDOT review as part of the public 
space approval process. 

9 If' d g e 



DDOT requires that the Applicant conduct a safety analysis to demonstrate that the site will not create or 
exacerbate existing safety issues for all modes of travel. DDOT asks for an evaluation of crashes at study area 
intersections as well as an analysis of the public space in the immediate vicinity of the site. 

The Applicant evaluated crash rates of the study intersections. The analysis revealed that the major intersections 
along Wis<:onsin Ave in the study area experience many crashes over the past three years. Tnese locations include 
AlberbariE• St (31), Tenley Circle (23), Warren St (18), and Van Ness St (18) and also the intersE!ction of Nebraska 
Ave at Van Ness St (14). However, none of these intersections experience significant crash rates. Intersections 
with significant crash rates, have such a relatively low volume of traffic that mitigation is not appropriate. As such, 
DDOT does not expect the site to create or exacerbate safety concerns in the broader study a rea. 

As the project approaches final design and the public space permit process, DDOT expects the· Applicant to submit 
designs for the public space that address potential safety issues in the immediate vicinity of the site. These plans 
will be included with the design elements of the public realm. In these plans, DDOT expects the Applicant to 
address a11y site specific safety problems and propose specific mitigations. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, DDOT believes that the movement of the Washington College of Law and the sutsequent 
construction on the Tenley Campus will cause mild increases to the level of vehicle delay in th1~ area and will add a 
small amount of cut through traffic to the neighborhood. To address potential impacts of the site DDOT is 
requiring t1at the Applicant: 

• Implement significant traffic calming recommendations along 42"d St in accordance 1111 ith Rock Creek West 
II Jvability Study and Janney Safe Routes to School Action Plan 

• Cc•nstruct sidewalk and traffic calming on Warren St 
• Widen sidewalk along northwest side of Nebraska Ave between the Tenley Campus and the Main Campus 
• Remove parking in critical locations to facilitate vehicular capacity 
• M ::>dify site access design to meet DDOT standards 
• Cc mmit to funding a significant suite of TDM measures recommended in the body of this report Increase 

bicycle parking proposed for main building entrances and in the parking garage 
• Submit to annual reporting for performance of TDM measures 
• M'=et trip thresholds for turning movements into the main garage 
• Meet threshold for AU related use of public curbside parking 
• M1~et threshold for AU related neighborhood cut-through trips 
• Engage the neighborhood in a curbside management process to identify appropriate management 

strategies 
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